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Paddling in Wind Conditions 
Everyone likes paddling on days which are warm and calm. Realistically, though, winds and associated 
waves are part of the paddling experience, and learning to deal with them will make your paddling 
much more enjoyable.  
 
Wind generates whitecaps at speeds of around 15 mph, and 20 mph or more generally causes our group 
discomfort.  Wind speed can dramatically affect progress, too. When heading directly into it, a 10mph 
wind will slow you by approx 1 mph. Wind direction requires different paddling techniques. When 
straight at you, wind has little effect on kayak direction; just paddle normally. Wind from the side is the 
most problematic, causing most kayaks to turn into the wind. For example, when wind is coming from 
your left, the kayak will tend to turn left because wind blows the loose and unpinned stern downwind. 
Side waves affect your kayak (and you) differently, depending on the direction from which they come.  
 
Wind effects can be offset by skegs or rudders, should your kayak be equipped with either. Note that 
their main purpose is not to turn your kayak, but rather to keep it going straight when paddling in wind. 
In calm conditions, both cause some drag and are unnecessary. Further, their use varies with wind di-
rection and speed. Various paddling techniques (e.g., edging, paddle sweeps, stern rudders, and loose 
hips) can also offset the effects of wind and waves, used either alone or in combination. Following are 
some techniques for paddling in wind and waves, organized by wind direction. 
 
Into the wind: This is the least troublesome, other than scrubbing some speed. When available, tuck in 
behind sheltering hills to blunt it's effect. Even paddling close to shore often disrupts the wind slightly. 
The harder it blows, the more aggressive your paddling needs to be. Skegs and rudders, as well as cor-
recting strokes, are generally not required when paddling into the wind. Sometimes, after fighting side 
winds and waves for a while, it's nice to head into the wind for a short break, to get back in control.  
Remember to keep your stroke long, not shorten-up. 
 
Across the wind:  If winds are strong and you have either a skeg or rudder, use it to better hold course 
(it may even mildly offset tippyness). Use them correctly, though, as overdeployment can cause unin-
tended problems. With a skeg, deploy it only halfway (full deployment may stick your stern too much, 
causing your bow to swing downwind). For rudders, use only a few degrees to hold your course. If 
waves accompany side winds, be sure to maintain 'loose hips', keeping your upper torso centered above 
your boat. Straight paddling techniques include edging your boat toward the direction from which the 
wind is coming (more weight on that butt cheek and holding the opposite knee up), which turns your 
kayak in the opposite direction, offsetting the side wind's tendency to point your bow into it.  An addi-
tional option is to take consecutive strokes on the windward side, though doing so affects your paddling 
rhythm and isn't quite as cool looking. Try these things in various combinations, to see how they com-
plement one another.   
 
Wind from behind: Downwind paddling is generally more helpful than not. If directly from behind, it 
pushes you along. If it's strong and coming slightly from either side, though, it may tend to swing the 
stern around, and full skeg or rudder may be required to hold course. With mild winds, a slight correct-
ing sweep stroke or stern rudder should bring you back on course. If there are waves from behind, take  
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advantage of the downhill ride. On the flip side, don't bother trying to paddle up a wave that has just 
passed; just coast along until the next wave starts to push, and then pick it up. 
 
WRAP-UP 
That's a lot to absorb, of course, so start by taking note of wind and it's effects on future paddles. Of 
course, wind seldom blows directly from the front, side, or rear, so be prepared for blended effects and 
correction techniques. Seat time helps, too, so practice your tools and techniques, starting in calm con-
ditions and working your way up from there. 
 
 Skeg depth and rudder angle (if so equipped), in different wind speeds and directions 
 Edging your boat into the wind, forcing your kayak away from the wind, and countering the wind's 

weathercocking tendency. See last September's newsletter for more discussion of edging. 
 Sweep strokes on the side from which the wind is blowing, again offsetting weathercocking. See 

last February's newsletter for more on the sweep stroke. 
 
Once practiced in comfortable conditions, these tools will be ready for times when you truly need 
them, making your paddling more comfortable and fun. 
 
Here is a link which covers some of the basics.  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=DahG25vQGdY 
 
Happy paddling! 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
You can access previous Coach’s Corner articles on the SNCKC Website at: 
https://sites.google.com/site/snckckayak/coach-s-corner 


